
COSI ESSAY INSANITY

Free Essay: Madness, love & transformation Everyone goes mad in their own particular way. Nowra thinks madness is
too generalised, and it is.

Nick and Lucy represent mostly young, left winged activists who rebelled against the official military
commitment of their country by supporting the Viet Cong communists in Vietnam. Peoples beliefs and morals
were not being as traditional; women were into free love. Doug: What, Little Richard wrote an opera?
Wagners music also eventually gets Zac out of the asylum, as Lewis notes in his concluding monologue.
Nowra uses these comments to show the characters feelings and thoughts towards love and fidelity. When
Lewis asks is Lucy is having an affair with Nick she says its only a fling and shes only having sex with Nick
and shes actually sleeping with Lewis. When the play is at its end and you look back to the start you can
clearly see changes that have occurred in Lewis personality over the time of him working in the theatre. Lewis
attitude towards Lucy confirms Julies observation. How Important is love to each Character? The affinity that
the audience is meant to develop with Lewis therefore draws them to oppose the other opinions presented in
the play [I literally love this sentence- read it, admire it, and make sure you do the same thing throughout your
essay! The Power of Music The notion of music is present throughout the play, and the play as a whole
endorses the belief that music has therapeutic powers. You are on page 1of 3 Search inside document In Cosi,
a play written by Louis Nowra, the meaning of love is explored and challenged by the different views of the
mental patients, the protagonist Lewis and his friends Nick and Lucy. By blurring the boundary between
illusion and reality, Nowra makes an important connection between art and life. The characters each have their
own illusion, their own escape from the everyday world. You know what culture is for most Australians,
Jerry? Beneath the humor in Cos is a brutal depiction of societys treatment of the mentally ill. Therefore the
central role of the therapist in this phase will be a partner or an encourager Kottman,  Comedy is a feature
included by Nowra as a means of connecting and engaging audiences. Nick betrays Lewis trust by having sex
with Lucy and justifies this by accusing Lewis of being conservative and arguing that women should not
become between mates. Those affected often have difficulty with simple, everyday activities and looking at
social media might just add to the feeling of being different. Lucy says to Lewis working with these people
has changed you. Working throughout the play with the patients there are some subtle changes that he
undertakes but not to the extent that Lucy makes it out to be. This device has mirrored real events that have
occurred with Lewiss relationship with Lucy. This setting serves as a metaphor for a real world torn apart by
the chaos of war and implies not only that theatre has a political role in the real world, but also that its
potentially as powerful as a moratorium in voicing opposition to war.


